VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
We’re on a journey at Accenture
We’ve already worked hard to become a leading
cloud business – an organisation that’s known
as being industry leaders.
[“WHEN YOU TRY TO GO ON THE CLOUD,
YOU CAN’T JUST SAY ‘HEY WE’RE GOING
TO GO ON THE CLOUD.’ YOU SAY ‘LET’S
BRING IN ACCENTURE’ Jim Cramer CNBC]
And always believed that Cloud could be the
foundation for success and fuel for growth.
So, from the very start, we created a global team
who could deliver this innovation at scale.
five million seats
And in just two years, not only did they help us
grow our cloud footprint
[10 million Windows upgrades delivered].
they also delivered some spectacular results…
[1.6 million workloads]

Our success means we need even more
talented people to join us.
People who don’t want to see just a part of a
solution – but an entire project [entire project]
through from strategy to delivery
People who believe in innovation first
[innovation first] – and want to use every
available tool to deliver the right result for
clients.
And people who can bring the [expertise and
insight] - expertise and insight our partners are
looking for, supported by the latest training and
certifications for every major platform in the
Cloud ecosystem.
[ Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure AND
Google]
If this sounds like you, why not join the
impressive team of cloud experts we already
have working for us?
[40,000+ employees]

And some incredible projects
like a portal that handles 150,000 healthcare
claims every hour.
The overhaul of a major insurer’s entire
infrastructure
And the delivery of a live streaming sports app
with millions of fans

But our journey isn’t over.
[Accenture’s journey to cloud]

Change how we all live and work through the
cloud…
Be part of transformational projects on an epic
scale…
[epic scale]
Be Yourself and Make a difference.
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